
Supervisor Meeting Minutes 11 
 
Date & Time: 28 Mar 2019, 14:00 PM  -  15:00 PM 
Venue: SIS Room 4048 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Eng Teck, Samantha,  Zhen Yao, Yi Fang,  Professor Hwee 
Xian 
Absentees:  
 

S/N Item Actions 

 Agenda 
1. Caching of API 
2. Project Progress Update 
3. Demonstration  
4. UAT Update 
5. Go through Wiki 

 
 
 

Team 

1 Caching of API 
Yi Fang mentioned that caching only work on HTTPS and localhost. 
Left with retrieving of pages being cached pages when offline. 
Then left retrieval of information from local storage to display on the job 
pages. 
 
Yi Fang proceeded to demonstrate on the laptop for the caching. 
Left retrieval of cache page. 
Need to retrieve the information for the local storage on the page and 
display on the textbox. 
Pages from local cache is empty with no data. 
Local storage will store the data for the page. 
 
Mid-Terms was reliant on google chrome’s built in cache. 

 

2 Project Progress Update 
Eng Teck went through slides. 
Prof did not have any questions for scope. 
 
 

 

3 Demonstration 
Anthony mentioned about the categorisation of pictures into different tabs 
Explore having thumbnails if time permits since pictures might be very big 
and cause the page to be very long 
 

 



Yi fang demonstrated the caching of the webpage. She mentioned that 
the caching would not work in HTTP, therefore has to be run on HTTPS.  

4 UAT Update 
UAT tested for 4 users last week.  
Another one planned this week for full functionalities, together with excel 
for time saving comparison. 
Conducting another round of UT with students. 8 signups as of now, more 
to come. Will also be getting older adults because they fit surveyors 
persona. 

 

5 Wiki 
Went through X-factor.  
Prof said we must confirm what the number of jobs being done is, 
whether it be 4 or 5. 
Do a simplified flow to show end-to-end which categories of parts have no 
way of having any time savings. 
Eng Teck clarified that the 5 hours is already considering timings that can 
be changed. 
Confirm the 5 hours and 2 hours statistics. Basically only consider timing 
when the user is at the laptop.  
 
To do: 
Check wiki page update cut off date.  
Try and get it done by 8 March (Monday of the presentation date) 
Final Report page should be readonly. 
 
Expectations: 
Realistically pages to be cached: 
Surveyor forms choose a few 
Picture pages to be cached and preload pages 
Additional feature after Mid-terms (Caching API) 
What is the mitigation plan? 
Propose handover takeover to be in end April.. 
Think about new meeting time 
 
 
 
 

 

6 Presentation Prep 
- Send slides to Prof beforehand for feedback (Technical 

Complexity, including design attributes + UT details) - By next 
thurs  

- Rehearsal with Prof on proposed on Mon (8 Apr, 1030am) or Tues 
(9 Apr, 330 pm) 

 

 



Done by: Aloysius 
Vetted by: Samantha 
 
 


